Abstract. The structure of high density nuclear matter is studied in the framework of a new approach, a mean-field description of non-overlapping neutron and proton bags with soft surfaces bound by the self-consistent exchange of the σ , ω and ρ meson fields. We consider in this formulation each bag with an internal region, where quarks are free, a finite surface region, where the quark wave functions are gradually suppressed, and an exterior region, where the quark wave functions vanish. The finite surface region with a typical scale of about half a Fermi models the smooth transition region between the perturbative and non-perturbative vacua, as expected from a gradual outside-inside restoration of chiral symmetry. As an application we determine the structure of the equation of state for neutron stars. We then consistently include in the formulation lepton degrees of freedom, the chemical equilibrium conditions for neutron stars and baryon number and electric charge conservation. We investigate properties of both nuclear and neutron matter. Using the TOV equations, the role of the softness of quark bags degrees of freedom on bulk static properties of neutron stars are determined.
NEUTRON STARS WITH A BAG
The starting point of our analysis is the lagrangian density model formulated in Ref. [1] combined with scalar-isoscalar, vector-isoscalar and vector-isovector meson-quark couplings [2] : 
with F µν ∂ µ ω ν ∂ ν ω µ , L µν ∂ µ ρ ν ∂ ν ρ µ . In these expressions: ψ q , σ , ω and ρ represent the quark, scalar-isoscalar, vector-isoscalar and vector-isovector meson fields and g q σ , g q ω , g q ρ are the coupling constants; moreover, as leptons are an important ingredient for maintaining chemical equilibrium and charge neutrality in neutron stars, these particles are included in the formalism with ψ λ representing lepton fields. The main steps in our formulation involve: a) the determination of the Euler-Lagrange equations and their solutions for a given confining potential or, alternatively, for chosen suppression functions F´rµ and G´rµ (with appropriate distributional behaviors); b) the calculation of the components of the energy-momentum tensor in the mean-field approximation (in the following discussion in this section, the mean fields σ , ω and ρ fields are denoted byσ ,ω andρ; for the details see [2, 3] ); c) the determination of the EoS for nuclear matter.
The Pauli principle induces Fermi motion of the nucleons. Thus the energy of a moving bag with momentum k is ε´kµ
N ·k 2 · 3g q ωω ¦ 1 2g q ρρ , where´·µ refers to protons (p) and´ µ to neutrons (n) and M £ N to the nucleon effective mass. The time-like mean-field component of the vector field is determined by imposing baryon number conservation from which we getω g ω ρ B m 2 ω , with g ω 3g q ω , while theσ andρ mean-fields are determined from the thermodynamic condition:
applied to the total energy per nucleon E tot of nuclear matter [3] . We obtain σ γ
The pressure can be found from p ρ 2 B´∂ E tot ∂ ρ B µ, from which we get the EoS of nuclear matter. In this expression, ρ 3 ρ p ρ n , m σ 550MeV , m ω 783MeV and m ρ 770MeV . Moreover,
E bag is defined as 
with the multiplicity γ 2 for neutron matter and γ 4 for nuclear matter. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Our results [2] indicate that the softness of the surface of the bag has an influence in the bulk static properties of nuclear matter under extreme conditions, as in neutron stars. Our quark-meson coupling model, with protons and neutrons confined in soft bags and interacting with scalar, vector and isovector mesons, predicts a maximum mass for neutron stars around 1 85M ¬ . The corresponding results of the MIT bag model and the non-linear QHD model of Glendenning (see Refs. in [2] ) are respectively 1 4M ¬ and 1 9M ¬ . Improvement in our results may be achieved by the inclusion of the fundamental baryon octect, gluon degrees of freedom and trapped neutrinos in chemical equilibrium.
The present version of the model provides already a reasonable description of the role of quark bags with soft surfaces in high-density nuclear matter.
